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coinage of both silver and gold at a ratio purchaser more than the amount of silof a little less than sixteen ounces of silver heretofore paid for his product, subto one of gold, which ratio we speak ject to the fluctuations of silver based
ver
The Colorado Senator Says Some
of as Hi to 1.
upon a gold measure, which is now, as
Sensible Things.
While all the world was not on a bi- you know, reduced to
f
its former
metallic basis, all the world had the ad- exchange value. What is the result?
Menu wliMi OiiBht to Set
i
vantages and benelits conferred by that The silver buyer of the Englishmen's
lo ThlnkliiK Aliimt
system, for Kngland, France, the United wares must either refuse' to buy, must
tli I'nl lire.
Slates and others were ready to coin all pay the increased silver price or must
the silver offered, and this gave gold and manufacture for himself in his own
I like to do all the writing and talking
silver bullion a money value equal at all country. What did he do? l!y a refupiissiliUt on Hit' silver issue, for I (eel
times to the coin that could be made out sal to buy he forced the Knglishnian to
inore lian ever that it is a most moof it. Then all countries by the system reduce his price. The
importer continmentous question, lmt I cannot always
of commercial exchange had the full ad- ues to buy with his silver, but to thedis-aste- r
spare (he time. I do more of this work
vantage of the bimetallic coinage.
of the Knglish manufacturer, who
than I should. The subject is so vast;
Head history and tell me where there connot make a profit at such reduced
ii families
in so many directions and
is anything to justify the president in rates.
the arguments are so numerous that it
supposing that a return to the condition
Suppose the Knglishnian could not afrequires care and thought to give in a sinof linance existing prior to 1871! would ford to reduce his prices to the full degle article a single phase of the subject.
be fraught, with disaster. The countries preciation of silver measured upon a
The president 's recent letter to Chicago
that, have abandoned the use of silver gold standard he must advance his priwas an appeal to the supporters of the
have not beueliled their financial condi ces in exchange for the foreign imporgold standard to defend that system bv
tion and the linancial condition of the! ter's sil vej', and then the silver paving
proclaiming for it the merit of soundness
world today is much less satisfactory customer complains of rising prices.
and lo declare all other systems unsound
than it was for many years preceding This leads to the manufacture of these
and the supporters of all others advo1871!.
Kxchange has fluctuated to a1 articles in the silver using countries
cates of a debased currency. In his
greater degree since that year between where the manufacturer is satisfied to
opinion I suppose we are advocates of an
silver-usinand
countries take silver at its old value, and thus the
unsound currency. It is to he regretted
now seriously threatens to transferí market for the gold standard producer is
jand
that the president did not point out to
the manufactures of Kurope ami Ameri- - destroyed. That has been the case in
us some of the advantages of the gold
ca to Asiatic countries.
Mexico, India, China and Japan, and
standard as well as tin possible danger
I will state this as a propositoin: If doubtless more marked in Japan than in
to the country if we return to the use of
the gold price of silver falls in the gold; any other country.
both gold and silver as such Use existed
standard countries, the price of exports
It looks now as if Japan might become
in the I'niied Slates prior to 1ST:!.
from gold standard countries must either the great manufacturing country of the
Up lo that time practically the whole
fall in the country w here produced or' Orient if not of the world. Its populaworld hail the benelit of the use of both
rise in the country to which the exports tion is quite as skillful in manufacturing
silver and gold as money of ultimate reare sent. Silver-usincountries must as is that of Kngland. Japan has the
demption. Kngland was on a gold basis
pay more silver for imports from gold advantages of a better climate.of cheaper
and (lerniany on a silver basis, it is true,
standard countries or the manufacturers lalmr, oí an abundance of cheap iron and
but the mints of Trance were open to
in gold standard countries must reduce1 coal; her products can be sold in China
both gold and silver, and Kngland had
the selling price of their wares to meet and India on a silver basis with profit,
the benelils of an open mint.
silver in the decline in the relative value of silver and even in Kurope on a gold basis at a
France but a short distance fiom Engt i gold.
That is the situation presented figure less than any Kuropean country
land's commercial center, while
y
the manufacturers today. Prior to 187.'! can mi.iiiil'acture them. It may be said
has the French mint for its gold.
fifteen and one-haounces of silver were that her manufactures are not sullicient-l- y
The Knglishnuin desiring lo put his silequivalent to one ounce of gold. Then
perfected to compete with the Kurover into money could do so either bv
the Knglish exporter to Asia received pean manufactures. This may be true
sending it over to the free coinage mint
that amount of silver, knowing that he in many articles, but not as to most arin France or by rending it to (icrmany
could certainly convert, it into gold with- ticles; and as to tho.'c not yet perfected,
and exchanging it there ii
a ratio of out loss upon the stable ratio.
It did the patience and skill of the Japanese
liflecn and one-ha- lf
ounces of silver for not change by daiiy market fluctuations. will
soon secure for their manufactures
an ounce of gold. The (crinan having
Now, mark the change. Tin lay, accordsame excellence that lias commendthe
gold which he wished changed into
ing to the present price of silver.it lakes ed Kuropean manufactured products lo
money had but to send it to England to
something like
of silboth Kuropean and Asiatic consumers.
be coined or to France for exchange into
ver to secure by exchange an ounce of
It must be borne n mind that labor
French money. This was freely done, gold, instead of fifteen
and one-ha- lf
has not fallen in India, China, Japan
and all ihegold aid silver not required on i ces, as w as
the case before 187.'!. If and other silver standard countries, and
for export from Kurope was coined into
the exporter should attempt to maintain that one ounce of silver bullion will buy
money at. some Kuropean mint.
The his old price after silver was demone- as much lajior now as it ever did. This
United Slates, mints were open to the tized, he must require of the silver using is
true nb'o of all the domestic supplies
one-hal-
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and materials required for manufactur- meet the demand. The demand depends
ALREADY' ON THE RUN.
ing in silver countries. It is also true of upon a desire coupled with ability to
taxes and general charges that must be posses. In our present condition our
The Worshippers of the Golden Calf
met by all manufactures alike. In
e,
supplies fall off and still prices fall bewont Play.
however, and in America, one cause the demand has fallen off, and deIn refusing to take part in the Springounce of silver bullion will buy only mand falls off because the would-b- e
field convention of June 4 the Illinois
'
one-haas much labor or supplies and purchaser has not the financial ability
sound money democrats commit a seriwill discharge only one-haas much to buy.
II. M. Teixer.
ous tactical blunder. Their refusal will
tuxes and general charges. Under these
A good general insecticide, or, per- be attributed to fear, and this will give
conditions it is impossible for any Eurohaps, more correctly speaking, a pre- the other faction of their party a chance
pean or American manufacturer to comventive or repellant for the ordinary in- to shout that should not lie allowed it
pete with manufactures in the countries
sects which attack cucumber and melon without a fight. This is not a snap conI have named. If we persist in giving
vention, and the pretense by the anti-frthe silver using countries of the world vines, may be made by dissolving two
coiners that it is is foolish and disounces of salpetre, four ounces of alum,
the advantage which they possess by
and one pound of common brown bar creditable. They have the same length
reason of cheap silver we will find that
soap in six gallons of water, and apply of time to prepare for it that is permitin a few yearn the manufacturing of the
the solution to the vines with a common ted the other side, and the manner in
world will be in the bauds of the Asiatwatering pot. The soap should be shaved which the affair has been called can
ics, and they will export to gold standup and dissolved in a gallon or more scarcely be termed irregular. The propard countries their products and sell at
of hot water over a fire, then, when cool, er thing for the sound money men to do
prices quite impossible for the gold
added to the five gallons in which the was to pitch in and elect as many delestandard manufactures to meet.
saltpetre and alum have been dissolved. gates to the convention as they could,
The advocated of the gold standard
There 8 nothing poisonous about this and to put up as strong a fight in that
tell us that the decline in prices is not
assemblage as they could possibly make.
bethe result of the disuse of silver, but is solution, and it is also a fertilizer,
Of course the 16 to 1 men would be in
sides being offensive to most species of
due to other causes which they are
a majority in the convention in any
insects.
pleased to denominate as
The same men could, at any
event.
The Socorro Advertiser says: "An InThey ignore the fact that the fall
in
the past five years, have captime
in prices is only in the gold standard dian woman at Isleta recently lost her
convention held in the state if
any
tured
husband
of
by reason his getting on the
countries. Countries having the silver
they set out energetically to do it.
standard have not suffered a full in pri- track about the time a train wanted to
Everybody knows that in Illinois, as in
ces, nor have they had a rise in price of pass, and immediately put in a claim
other western state, the free coinevery
articles of domestic production. They for $25, setting forth the fact that the
of the democracy is the domi
age
end
have had the desirable condition of sta- company paid that amount for a
but, it is cowardice for the
end,
nate
few
liefore.
horse
a
months
nnd
further
ble prices. The rise of imported articles
give up the fight entirely on
to
side
has oidy stimulated their manufacturers. protesting that her lord and master was other
By keeping out of tbecon-he- r
account.
that
!
For twenty years and more the pro- wort h as much as the horse. She got
faction discredits it- Palmer
the
vention
monev
as
soon
as
the snrnrii..l
ducer in this country has seen the price
gives its enemy an exaggerof his produce lessen with each year. claim ngent could pull himself together. self, and
false
sense of its own strength.
The governor has conimunted to two ated and
The owner of houses and lands outside
men
oimbt to understand,
The
Palmer
of the great cities has seen the same years, the sentence of E. L.Gilbert, conn
simile, that
to
employ
that
steady decline in the selling price of his victed in the Bernalillo county district
convention is the skirSpringfield
this
property. Wholesale prices have es,e- - court and sentenced to six years in the
mish line of the great national bat tle of
cially fallen, while retail prices have not penitentiary for embezzlement of Wells-Farg- o
189(5, and that, for the moral effect, it is
funds. Gilliert was a man who
fallen to the full extent that wholesale
of
the first importance to their cause
prices have. Thus the consumer has had stood well in Albuquerque, and all
a strong fight should Iks made here.
that
not had the full benelit of cheap goods who knew him, in that city and out of
The determination of the sound money
by the fall in prices that lias pinched it, were deeply grieved at his fall. He
to hold a convention of their
democrats
and destroyed the producer. All the is not too old a man to begin life over
will not save them from the imputaown
gold standard countries have had this again, and make his future atone for his
tion of poltroonery. Theirs will be the
fall in prices, while in the silver coun- past.
real snap convention. It will be a rump
tries, as 1 have stated, pi ices have prac"Tanned with canaigre," is an inscripaffair, which will represent nothing but
tically remained stable. Now what has tion t hat appears on a big piece of sole
the blindness and silliness of a faction
caused this steady decline in prices since leather in one of W. II. Goeble's show
which lacks the spirit to make an open
1873?
It is folly to say that production windows. At the earnest request of
fight for its principles. Such a convenhas increased to such an extent as to Santa Fe shoemakers Mr. Goeble has
tion can commit noliody to anything.
cause this great fall. Nor can it truth- ordered a supply of this leather from
Great causes are not won or maintained
fully be asserted that production lias the tannery established at El Paso.
in this way. It is no discredit for an
lieen so cheiiiened by improved ma- Mr. Schumann
lias tested it and
army to
beaten in a 'square battle,
chinery and facilities for manufacturing says it is far superior to leather
but it is infamous and dastardly for it to
that the products can be sold at such tanned by any other method. The desurrender liefore the enemy is in sight.
greatly reduced prices. The fact that mand for the canaigre-tannearticle
Up to this time the Illinois sound money
producers arc all complaining of the loss is far in excess of the supply. New
democrats have not only bad the aetivo
of profits is proof positive that in cheap- Mexican.
friendship of their element of the party
ening the cost of production prices can
The new forage plant, sacaline, about everywhere, but they have had the rebe lowered. The fact of a steady in- which so much has lieen printed in the
spect and sympathy of the republicans
crease in population ought at least to last few months, is said to lie a fraud.
also. All this they are losing by their
have maintained the prices of 1873.
It was claimed that this plant would re- cowardice and follv.
Supply and dtniand control prices. volutionize the cattle raising industry in
In fact, it is demand alone that con- the arid region, but the plant does not
Last Friday was observed by thi
trols prices. The supply will in time appear to
what was claimed for it.
schools of the city as Arbor day.
Eu-roji-
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A party from this place visited Hud
IlmiHlterg In Jail.
son last Sundav. They went to Hudson
On the 17th of last August
st
station on the train and rode over to the master Hansberg made his escape from
Newsy. Notes of Happenings Purely springs and back on bicycles.
jail here. Although an effort was made
Local.
S. S. Brannin, chairman of the board to capture him at the time, he made good
of county commissioners of this county his escape and for some time his where
A OrlHt of Itendnhle l'nruRrnphii Which has resigned. His resignation was placed abouts were unknown. During all this
Should Not he Overlooked
in the hands of the governor yesterday. time the officers have been on the lookIty Our Render.
Two train loads of cattle were shipped out for him and warrants have been in
from this place last week and there will the hands of United States deputy marlobo several more train loads shipped be- shals for his arrest. He was finally
Miss Belle Eckles lias been quite ill tween this time and the last of
cated in Lincoln county and was arrestthe
ed at Pine Springs, from which place
for several days.
month.
he was brought to Las Cruces and put
The board of county commissioners
There are about a hundred men at in
jail. Hansberg, it will be rememwill meet in special session tomorrow.
work in the Carlisle district and the
bered, kept a store and seemed to be doing
The Social club dance last Friday even- chances are that this number will be
a thriving business, but it was discov
ing was quite largely attended.
largely increased before the close of the ered
that he was using the capital of
This year's crop of alfalfa is already on season.
his Uncle Samuel and he was placed in
the market in some parts of this terriP. P. Carr was down from Pinos Altos jail. He made his escape in company
tory.
for a few days last week. He does not with Esperidion Murillo, a Mexican
Cattle men report that cattle arc pick- see the Agricultural college matter in who resisted the ollicers who attempted
ing up notwithstanding the continued the light that some of the enemies of the to arrest him. Murillo was recaptured
college do.
dry weather.
within an hour after his escape and, alThere is plenty of water in the Rio though he said he had but just separated
The little folks of the city had a big
time at the dance last Friday afternoon Grande for irrigation at all points in from Hansberg, no trace of the latter
New Mexico. The river is still high, could lie found.
at Nowcomb hall.
Most of the business houses in town but no serious damage has been done by
Assessor Childers came in t he last of last
closed last Friday afternoon in obser high water.
from a trip through the southern
week
Arrangements are being made for the
vanee of Arlior day.
of the county. He thinks it will
part
school commencement. It will
Mrs. D. F. Darling is having some im normal
require a couple of weeks more to comte held ihe first week in June and will
provements made on her residence prop
close a successful
year.
The
normal plete the assessment of the county.
erty on Yankie street.
school is a credit to the city.
Old Dr. Drummond,
Martin Maher put down a new walk
Fruit growers in this county will have After years of patient study and experiin front of his place of business on Bill
fully an average crop of fruit this year. ment, lias given to the world a preparaiard street last week.
In some parts of the county peaches ami tion which is an absolute and permanent
cure for every form of rheumatism. The
Born, in this city on Friday morning,
apricots were killed by frost, but the price is If5, but it is two large Iwttles
May 10, 1895. to the wife of S. II.
later fruits were injured very little.
enough for a month's treatment and
a daughter. Sam is one of the
jail will very likely be will relieve the worst case from the first
The
county
proudest men in town.
dose. Sent by express to any address
pretty well cleaned out at the coming
by the Drummond
T. J. Leicham, train dispatcher for term of court. It is thought that most upon receipt of price,
Medicine Co., 48 Maulen Lane, New
the Santa Fe at San Marcial, was here of the prisoners confined there awaiting York, with full particulars and testimolast week. He is an old friend of J. II. trial will have a hearing at this term.
nials of wonderful cures. Agents
Mudge, the agent here.
Conductor Jones, who has been alv
Freight receipts at this point continue sent in Mexico on sick leave for several
to be good. They are not quite so heavy weeks, is expected back alwut the last
ns they have lieen, but are very good for of this month to resume his run. He is
this season of the year.
one of the oldest conductors in the terri
Rev. .1. W. Sinnock held services at tory.

ITEMS

OF INTEREST.

ex-Po-

i

Fargo's $2.50

the Methodist church last Sunday morning and evening. Good congregations
attended lioth services.
There will 1 a big crop of alfalfa in
the Gila valley this year and what is
better, there will le a great demand for
all that can be raised there.
Daniel B. Casey, whose serious illness
was noticed in these columns last week,
died on Friday and was buried on Sunday morning last. At the time of his
death he was 7 years and 15 days of age.
The funeral service was attended by
many of his schoolmates.
Gen. Bliss left, last week, for San Antonio, Tex., where he is stationed for the
present. Gen. Bliss is one of the most
affable army ollicers in the service and
the residents of this section will always
have a kindly word for him.

Tom Boone, who was a resident of
this place for a long time, is to 1 mar
ried on the 12th of June, down in Oklahoma. His many friends in this part
of the country wish him a full measure
of happiness.
The cattle shipments from this county
this year have been larger than they
have ever leen before. The Santa Fe
has never been so busy hauling stock
out of the territory as it has been for
the past few weeks.
The official call for the fourth national
irrigation congress, to be held at Albuquerque on Septemltcr 16, 17, 18 and 19,
is out. Preparations are already being
C. H. FARGO
made for the congress and it is confidently exacted that it will be the For Sale by
most interesting irrigation meeting ever
held in this country.

...Shoes...
& CO.
0

mfrs.
MARKET

ST. CHICAGO

C.C. Shoemaker.
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P. J. Dodd intends to remove his fam
ily from this city in the near future.

PALAVER.

Sim Eby was here yesterday from his
ranch on the Mimbres. He says that
it is very dry down there and that crops
are drying up.
House and four lots in Black's addition for sale cheap.
Inquire at Tim

First cherries of the season received
this week at Bishop's postollice store.
Thomas Hall was in from Pine Cién
ega
last week with some cattle for ship
Other IntereHtlng Matter Which Clin lie
Eacu.e otlice.
ment.
Road With Vroflt Uy All Our
Lewin W. Barringer and John W.
Canary and Mocking bird caires the
Brock, two Pennsylvania capitalists who
only complete line in the city at
are largely interested in property in this
Mary Kennedy went to Mogollón Inst
0. P. Culbertson was in last week county, are here looking into the resourweek.
with cattle from the H. W. ranch for ces of the county.
Fresh candies every day at Martin
shipment.
Baxter Bishop has just received a fine
Maher's.
stock of fresh candies which he is selling
Call
at
Building
the
Bank
Bazaar and
Prof. Decker was over frnm Central
examine goods and prices. It is to your at very reasonable rates.
last Saturday.
J. A. Potter was over from George- interest to do this.
Rest Kansas patent flour for sale at
Miss Perry and Mrs. Jewell, who have town yesterday.
Martin Maher's.
been here for some time, will return to
0. C. Ilinmnn has the sole agency for
W. A. Lucas was in from Fort Bay- Illinois this week.
this section for the America Refrigerator,
the best made. Satisfaction guaranteed.
ard last week.
Bring your job work to The Eaoi.e of
Rev. John A. Harris, an Episcopal
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at fice. It will bedone neatly, promptly and
Robinson's.
at reasonable rates.
clergyman from Pass Christian, MissisMiss Mattie Johnson was ill last week,
Aaron Schutz, who went to southern sippi, arrived in this city, last week,and
but has recoverd.
California last month for a short rest, will probably remain here, during the
summer, for the improvement of his
Ladies' Oxford ties just received at, is expected back soon.
the Ten Cent, Store.
All goods are being sold on very small health.
Spring and summer clothing at the
Cyril Byrne was up from the Warm margins by Aaron Schutz at the Bank
Building Bazaar.
Bank Building Bazaar at prices that will
spring last week.
Robert Evans has been slowly im suit . Call ami examine. It will pay you.
Piano for sale.
Price $125. Inquire
í rv
,n
proving since his return from Denver,
Tl.e postollice store is the place to get
UAULE OHICe,
lit i UK ti.
fine stationery, fruits, confectionery and
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Murray wereover where he went for medical treatment.
Smpi rnpoivinc liia
hf.ridna iviuiitftillf
Take dinner at the Broadway Cafe nt,w tofk, l!axU-- llisliop lias made the
from Central this week.
next Sunday. The tables are supplied postolliee store one of the neatest busi-wit- h
Elegant. Sunday dinners are served at
the best in tho market.
tllÍH 1Mrt. 0f Kuw Mexico.
lt,8H nllw,s
the Broadway Cafe.
W.
Fleming is out on a tour of in- J.
of the Negrita Cattle
Graham,
Frank
Norman Pronger was in from the
spection of the coal mines of the terri- - Pq a coutcmnlatinir a trip to England
Young ranch last week.
tory. He will return in about ten days. soon.
Don't read vour neighbor's paper but.
Have you seen the sateens at ten cents
Wanted.
subscrilie for The Eacu.e.
a yard at the Ten Cent Store? If not
The undersigned will lie glad to confer
Peter Hall was here this week from call and see them.
with any one expecting to leave Silver
his ranch in Pine Ciénega.
Rev. Sinnnrk nrrivoil Inst
ami City tor the summer, who wishes to rent
furnished. Address through
Stylish summer goods cheap for cash will fill the Methodist pulpit nil. .tup a. wttnge,
,
,.- -,
,.:,.,.
o
, run
.
VIIIV
mu
uiu i tiint
in uie uaiiK jiuiiding nazaar.
i
v. i.ii. wan i in.r
O
Rkv. John A. Hahkis.
J. N. Upton was hero last week from vear.
Services at the Enisconal church, next
his ranch on the Mimbres.
Take your sister or some other fellow's Sunday, as usual, by Rev. Edward S.
hitehil I s ice cream par- Buy your furnishing goods cheap for sister to Con
All are cordially invited.
Wnn,l
o aim will c.;i., Cross.
si.., hmv
uiimi iu uie jsaiiK minding isazaar.
'
on you.
Win. Stockton was in from his rancl
Sheriff Shannon was down in the
in the Gila valley last week.
southern
part of the county last week
Dress goods at, prices to suit the times
summoning jurors for the coming term NEWLY REFITTED and FUR- iu uie uanK uuihiing Isazaar.
of court.
NISIIED THROUGHOUT.
Mrs. Gurdon Bradley returned last
Con. Whitehill has a select stock of
week from a visit to Lordaburg.
confectionery at his new
Gasoline stoves,Ice cream freezers and lard street, next door store on Bub Sample room Iu connection with the Hotel.
to the express
Feu Has to mid from Trains.
roniiry nett ings at Kohinson's
ollice.
T. F. Conway has returned from a
No Chinese help employed at. the
trip to Socorro on legal business.
Broadway Cafe. It is first ciass in all its
Proprietor.
The latest styles of straw hats just re appointments.
Broadwiiy.Sllver CUty, N. M.
ceiveo at tno uanK uuiiding ISaznar.
Jons- - Buock.man, Pres.
Tiios. F. Conwav, Vice Pres."
J. V. Caktkh, Cashier".
Homer Tarbill, justico of the peace of
precinct 4, was in the city this week.
3539.
All the different varieties of fruit will
lie received in season at Bishop's
e
store.
U. S. Marshal Hall arrived in the city
last Friday and remained until Sunday
SILVER CITY, N. M.
morning.
CAPITAL $50,000.
SURPLUS $14,000.
Prices on clothing have been marked
Advances made an Gold and Silver Bullion.
down to bed rock at the Bank Building
Bazaar.
DEPOSITS SOLICITED.
EXCHANGE FOR SALE.
Mention

of People You

Do and

Do

Not Know.

r

(.

'If,,

ii--

t

j

Broadway Hotel.

A.

post-olfie-

He

ABRAHAM,

Silver City National

Bat
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COLLEGE INVESTIGATION.

but at the same time and in order not to

The Agricultural College at La Crucen In
All Right.
At the request of Gov. Thornton, the
territorial board of education met at Las
Cruces on the 6th inst. for the purpose
of holding an investigation relative to
the conduct and management of the Agricultural college. For some time there
have been rumors of mismanagement
circulated and the papers of that section
have been full of comments relative to
the college. All members of the board
were present and after a very thorough
and careful investigation it was found
that the college is in a flourishing condition. Perfect good feeling prevails
among the members of the faculty. Very
satisfactory progress is being made by

entirely cripple the county finances Mr.
Chavez has turned over to Mr. Freuden-thall the treasurer's record books and
moneys save and except 111,000 belonging to the county sinking fund and
which, he says, be proposes to hold until
his contest is decided in June, though if
the county actually needed it, and had
any immediate use for it, he would also
be willing to turn that over, and has so
notified the county authorities.
Mr.
Chavez is acting in the premises under
legal advice. The governor particularly
investigated bis ability to pay the $11,-00- 0
and considers the county safe ; it will
not lose a cent.
The subject is still pending at the executive ollice and father steps may not
be long delayed. New Mexican.

the students. The attendance has materially increased over last year, and the
discipline is good. The president of the
college is doing excellent work and is
found by the faculty to be competent for
the position. The trouble seems to be in
the neighlioring town of Las Cruces
where the factional light is kept up for
the purpose of ruining the institution if
necessary in order to attack President
nil
st
ueurea.
mere seems to he only one
in
trouble
the college itself. One of the
instructors.not a memler of the faculty,
is not on good terms with the faculty
and it is among members of his class that
some discontent apH'ars tocxist. Nearly
all the nu'inlx'rs uf his class were examined and testified that they had no
charges to prefer, that the progress they
were making was good, and that they
liad no knowledge of any insulxirdination
or lack of discipline. A formal rejiort of
this investigation will be presented to
h
Gov. Thornton as soon as Brother
returns from Las Vegas to which
place he went on this morning's train.
The board examined the accounts of the
treasurer of the college and found every,
thing in excellent shape.
While in Las Cruces the governor also
examined into the charge that Demetrio
Chavez, treasurer of the Agricultural
college, was $11,000 short in his accounts
as former treasurer of Dona Ana county,
and took note of Mr; Chavez' statement
for future consideration.
It appenrs,
from this statement, that Mr. Chavez
was a candidate last fall for
as county treasurer and was declared
elected by the county lward of commissioners and furnished with a certificate
to that effect, but his opponent, Mr.
Freudentbal, was also subsequently issued a certificate of election by the same
board, a majority of whose meniliers are
republicans, and he was formally recog
nized by the board as treasurer and is
now acting as such.
Mr. Chavez disputes Mr. Freuden-thal- 's
title to the ollice and has filed a
contest which cornos up for trial in June,

al

Nobbing the Schools.
One little game was put up by tle last
legislature for the lienefit of office holders
and to the damage of the public schools
which escaped detection at the time, the
public attention being fixed on the mat'
terof dividing the liquor licenses be

4

i

tween the towns and the country. This
game is that 4 per cent, of every license
paid goes to the assessor and another 4
per cent, goes to the collector, while the
clerk gets 50c for recording. The last is
all right, for the fee is small and the
clerk does something for it; but whv
should the assessor get $16 and the col
lector $16, out of every $100 license fee
paid? The assessor does not assess the
fee, t he collector docs not collect it. The
liquor dealer goes and pays it, and yet
every $100 license must pay this lionus
of $32, amounting to enough on the li
censes paid in East Las Vegas, to em
ploy a teacher for a year. The law is an
outrage. Optic.

THE DEAD REPORTER.
The Chicago Press Club Paused Suitable
Resolutions.
At a special meeting of the Press club
held yesterday afternoon resolutions of
sympathy and sorrow were passed rela

tive to the death of Nathaniel Dryden
Hutton, who was killed at Gila, N. M.,
Friday. Mr. Hutton was carried over a
cliff by his horse, and his life was crushed
out on the rocks below.
Many members of the club were pre
sent at the meeting. Mr. Hutton was a
member and director of the club, and
belonged to the staff of the Tribune.
Those who knew him intimately spoke
of his good qualities and mourned his
sudden death. J. D. Sherman.city editor
of the Tribune, was appointed chairman
of a committee with Louis H. Ayme and
James F. Bate, to draw up resolutions.
The club adopted the following:
Whereas, the sudden death of Nathaniel Dryden Hutton at Gila N. M
has
caused profound sorrow among his newspaper associates in Chicago, who liked
him for his manliness, and lovable qualities and for his sturdy strengt h of character, and recognized ability as a newspaper man, and
Whereas, as a member and director of
the Press club he always had the interest of his fellow members at heart, therefore be it
Resolved, That the Press club feels
that in his death it has lost a member
whose keen sense of honor and the promise he gave of a bright future in his
chosen career make his loss one of especial significance.
Resolved, That the Press club express
to his mother and family its profound
sympathy in their great bereavement.
The club also passed a resolution providing for representation at the funeral
at Mexico Mo., and for a floral tribute.
A vote of thanks to the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe Railroad was passed fur its
offer of trains for the transportation of
the remains and for members of the club
who wish to be present at the fuñera'.
Opie Reed and E. W. Pickard will represent the Press club. Chicago Inter-Ocea-

Invitions are out announcing the approaching marriage of Miss Lucille, the
lovely and accomplished daughter of Prof,
and Mrs. Longuemare, of El Paso, to
a,
Lieutenant II. P. Price, of Fort
Arizona. The wedding will take
place June 18th, at Fort Huaehnca,
where Miss Longuemare is now visiting.
The young lady has many friends in
this city who can attest the fact that
Coin's financial series is worth rending.
Lieut. Price has captured a prize in the "Coin's Financial School,", "A Tale of
person of Miss Lucille.
Two Nations" or "Coin up to Date" may
le obtained at Tim Eaoi.k ollice free by
paying a year's subscription to Tun
REWARD.
For cases of Rheumatism which can- Eaoi.k in advance. The books sell at 25
not lie cured with DH. DUUMMOND'S cents each.
LIGHTNING REMEDIES, internal and
FLEMING CATTLE CO.
external. Pleasant to take relieves at
once. Restores stiff joints, drawn cords,
Range :
and hardened muscles. If your druggist
Fleming and
does not keen it, do not take anything
vicinity.
else. Send $5 to our address by "registered letter or money order, and the full
Postofiice :
month's treatment of two large bottles
Silver City,
will Ik sent to vour express address.
DRUMMOND MEDICINE CO., Lock
Itnx 1521, New York.
Hua-chuc-

$500
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KILLING ON THE MIMBRES.
A Mexican Kcftident of

Precinct 4 Shot
Through tlie Heart.
LaHt Friday evening, about 8 o'clock,
Cipriano Gonzales was murdered while
watering a horse at a ditch near his
place of residence on the Mimbres.
Within live minutes after the killing the
neighborhood was aroused and an effort
was made to find the murderer.
A track was discovered near the ditch
where the killing took place which was
about 70 yards from the residence of
Mrs. Trujillo and it was followed through
the orchard and into a patch of barley,
where it turned in the direction of the
main road. After coming to the main
road it was traced up the road for several hundred yards. The trail was finally
lost, but was afterward found and led to
the Trujillo house. At the place where
the trail was lost and very soon after the
killing took place, Juan Trujillo was
seen.
On the day following the killing a coroner's jury was summoned and viewed
the remains of the deceased. Several
witnesses were examined and the jury
came to the conclusion that Cipriano
Gonzales came to his death by reason of
a gunshot wound and that, in the opinion of the jury, the shot was fired by
J win Trujillo. The inquest was conducted by Homer Turbill, justice of the
peace of precinct 4, with J. L. Vaughn,
G. W. McSherry, J. C. Mcintosh, J. E.
Foster, Tranquilino Telles and James
Uilson as members of the coroner's iurv.
It appears that Gonzales and Trujillo
have not been on the best of terms, but
prior to the killing there hail been ño
very serious trouble lietween the men.
Just before the killing, Gonzales went
down to a ditch near his house to water
a horse aixl his wife testified that Trujillo went with him and that Trujillo
carried a gun with which she saw him
shoot her husband. This was the only
direct evidence but all of the circumstantial evidence brought out at the
trial corroliorated the testimony of the
murdered man's wife. Trujillo's rifle
bore unmistakable evidence of having
been recently discharged, his moccasins
fitted the tracks found near the ditch
and he could not give a satisfactory explanation as to where he was at the
time of the killing. One of his moccasins was ripped in such a manner at the
heel that its imprint could not be mistaken.
Although the dead man's wife testified
that she saw the killing, she was not the
first to give the alarm. Mrs. Trujillo
and her youngest son found the body
and immediately went to Gonzales's
house and told his wife. It is believed
that he was shot through the heart as
the ball entered 'the left side in the region of the heart and came out near the
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right shoulder.
A preliminary examination was held
by Justice Tarbill and Trujillo was
bound over to await the action of the
grand jury in the sum of $2,000 which
he failed to give. He was brought here
and lodged in jail early Sunday morning.
Who

in Mra.

Nelnon?

conLast Saturday's
tained the following concerning a young
woman who has friends in this city.
She is evidently going under an assumed
name :
"Mrs. Florence Nelson, whom it was
feared had committed suicide, besides
destroying the. life of her
son, has been found. She is now being
cared for with her babe, at the Moriah
Home, 212!) Pine street. The young
woman left the Episcopal Church Mission very abruptly, at 6 o'clock Thursday
evening, and told the Mother Superior
that she would never return. Previous
threats led to the belief that she intended & kill herself. Yesterday it was
learned that, an hour after leaving the
Episcopal Mission, she applied for lodging at the Moriah Home, and was accommodated.
"A story of wifely devotion is concealed in the breast of this mysterious
young woman, and she can be persuaded
to reveal nothing more than fragments
of it. It is known that Mrs. Nelson who
came to St. Louis several days ago, was
on her way to New Mexico, and yesterday a
reporter learned
that the object of this trip was that she
might be near to her husband, who is
confined in a New Mexico prison for
some crime, which she refused to divulge. Her destination is Silver City,
where she has friends. Her father resides in Akron, 0., and it is probable
that his attention will be called to his
daughter's present condition.
After
her husband's conviction the father
urged her to file a petition for divorce.
This she positively refused to do, ami
her decision resulted in estrangement
from her father, wliu.se name she will
not reveal, and her final exit from the
home of her childhood, which landed
her in poverty in St. Louis this week."
Globe-Democr-

Globe-Democr-

Stream.

A Subterranean

C. II. Munson has spent a small fortune in digging wells at his place about
eight miles below this city. Some weeks
ago he commenced digging his eighteenth well. He had dug a number in
the valley below his house, but finally
concluded to dig one on thtí hill close to
the house. Last Friday, at a depth of
85 feet a shot was put in and when it was
fired the bottom of the well apparently
fell out.
An examination revealed the fact that
a subterranean cavern had been broken
into, the length of which has not yet
been deternnned. The width of the cavern is aliout thirty feet and it is about
2
feet high. It is thought that a subterranean stream will be found in a few
feet, in fact the rumbling of water was
distinctly heard from the bottom of
the well. The force of the explosion
of the last phot put in undoubtedly
loosened a large section of the roof of
the cavern and it fell into the water.
The dirt in the bottom is very moist
and the indications are Unit water in
abundance will be found in a few feet.
Should a subterranean stream, with
any very considerable flow of water, be
discovered in the valley below town its
value can hardly be estimated. The
water could be utilized for the irrigation
of thousands of acres of land and the
products of the soil would find a ready,
market here. The course of this subterranean stream might be followed for
miles and the water might be brought to
the surface and utilized to the great advantage of this section.
A few hundred acres in alfalfa in the
immediate vicinity of this place would
bring in large returns to the owners
and would prevent the sending out of
thousands of dollars annually from this
place for hay.

B. T. LINK,
Proprietor of the
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Will constantly keep on hand the choicest

Beef,

Pork and Mutton.

Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.
Also a full line of FRUIT.

We solicit your patronage.

BULLA RD ST., SILVER CITY, N. ill.
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Lively Gallup.
tural circumstances have remained enAlex. Bowie, superintendent of the
tirely favorable. Planting still continues.
Little Ilaln With Dry Winds Provented There is ample supply of water in river Caledonian Coal company, Gallup, arrived in the city this morning, and in a
and ditches.
the Advancement of Crops.
Los
Alamos.
brief talk with the Citizen representahail,
The
Wm.
Frank.
The past week has been rather unfavorable for the advancement of crops and rain and snow on the 21st resulted in tive stated that "Gallup now has three
great benefit to crops and fruit. Oats, brick kilns, that his company intend
especially hard on the cattle ranges.
The temperature averaged below the wheat and alfalfa are now growing fine soon erecting a substantial store buildnornal and diere was an excess of dry and fruit is in better condition than for ing, that a number of houses will be
several years. Corn is now being planted. erected this sumner on the sites of the
westerly winds.
There was very little precipitation dur- Lambing is in progress and the increase burned district, and that besides the
ing the week, the greatest total being will not fall short of 00 per cent. Grass Episcopal church now being contracted
for there will also be constructed at
0.25 of an inch at Los Lunas and most is fine in this locality.
Los Lunas. R. Pohl. Wheat does not an early day a modern public school
stations reporting none.
Gallup,"
continued Mr.
While these unfavorable conditions look as well as it should at this time, no building.
lively town this
be
pretty
a
is
"will
Bowie,
Alfalfa
to
mak
owing
winds.
doubt
have retarded the growth of crops they
have not so far seriously injured any. A ing good progress. Corn and beans are summer." Albuquerque Citizen.
Nice
few days of warm weather accompanied being planted quite extensivly.
D.
by rains would push everything forward shower on the 30th.
M.
Extensive
E.
Ocate.
Cosner.
in good shape. Fruit is in good condiBREEDER OF
AND
tion and the prospect is that there will planting of corn and oats still progresses IMPORTER
and evervthinir is doing fairly well.
be a better crop than was expected.
PURE ITALIAN BEES.
The weather has been unfavorable for More rain is very badly needed.
lambing and the per cent, of increase
Puerto de Luna. P. R. Page. Very
Also a full llnu of
will probably be considerably lower than dry and no rain. Heavy winds from
Supplies of Loahy
M'f'K Co., at their Prices.
last year.
the west. Sheepmen are losing a great
Amutetir Hoe Book for
There is an abundance of water in the many lambs and the general run will
Beginners íie. CntalORuo
for
streams
irrigating.
not be over 50 per cent. Irrigated
Free.
The following extracts fr3in a few of crops are doing well, also fruit.
Box 6, Salford, Ariz.
the reports received at this office will be
Conditions
Rincón, C. II. Railt.
found of interest :
have not changed materially from last
The Silver City
Alma. Win. French. Ranges still week. While the mornings have lx?cn
dry, but cattle improving slightly. calm, the afternoons were characterized
Light rain on the 30th, not sufficient to by wind, ftom the west usually, and
do good. High winds prevailed nearly sometimes high. Plenty of water in the
Drives in DRY GOODS nnd
all week. No change in general condi- river.
CLOTHING!
tions since last report.
Rociada. Dr. Win. Sparks. Wheat Special Bargains in LADIES',
Aztec Prof. II. H. Griffin. There
and oats looking fine. Fanners now GENTS' nnd CHILDREN'S
have been no high winds or cold nights
putting in corn. The past three days SHOES. '
to injure vegetation the past week. Rain
Also a full line of GLASShave been cold and windy. Range grass
Corn planting is in
would lie beneficial.
and CROCKERY.
WARE
looking
fine.
is good and stock
progress. Outlook is favorable for a
CHEAP
everything
sell
We
Ros well. Scott Truxton. Week just
good crop of fruit except punches.
ended
a trying one. High hot winds and FOR CASH.
Foley.
G.
A.
Engle.
Partly cloudy
BROS.
Ranges rapidly getting in bad
no
rain.
weather this week, but the much looked
; cattle fallup
drying
Water
condition.
for rain failed to materialize. Grass being off. Sheep shearing nnd lambing in
NO FUN ABOUT IT
ginning to curl and dry up.
full blast, and doing well. Good increase
week
The
lias
Española. Jim Curry.
Irrigated sections
been cloudy, cool and windy. Rain bad- in calves this year.
of water and large crops
all
right;
plenty
ly needed.
E.
of wool and
Gila. Chas. II. Lyons. Farmers busy assured. Heavy shipments
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
baled alfalfa last week.
plowing and planting. Alfalfa in good
In the Ioiir run,
1 promise you faithfully,
WatroiiB. Dr. E. J. Pring. Greatly
condition. Provided we have no more
save half your money, hy having
shall
you
frost, the fruit yield will be more pro- in need of rain. High wind storms your work neatly and promptly done to suit
lific than was at first suposed. Peach and partly cloudy weather through the yourself, at E. KOSENUEUU'S
Silver City. N. M.
es are a total failure. Stock still in good week.
condition. The ranges are rapidly fail-
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New Mexico Agricultral
Las Cruces.
College. The week has been favoroble
to plant growth. The weather has been

The

CLARK- -

WHITSON- -

LEITCH

clear ami uniformly warm. Wheat and
barley are'heading and a good yield of
these cereals assured. Early corn well
advanced. Grapes have made a rapid
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.t
EL PASO, TEXAS,
growth. Fruit shows well upon trees,
203 Railroad Amine.
St.
Vrandxco
119
San
and yield will lie larger than first re
of
plenty
contains
Acequia
ported.
Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
water.
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
Las Vegas. Dr. F. II. Atkins. WithWrite them fn"1 onMinT'i'1 of "ew stvlo Pinni".
in my range of observation, all agricul

MUSICCO.

JJIANO.

T'fi
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ould be 147 per cent, of $60,000, or $88,- and this added to the principal sum
ould be $148,200, but the fact is that
Published every Wednesday Morning by three of the bonds were paid ten years
A. J. LOOMIS.
ago and the interest on this sum will
have to be deducted from the $148,200.
Entered at the postofllee at Silver City,
N. M., for transmission through the mulls at
The Headlight argues in the same
second class rates.
asser
200

Olllce on Yanklo Street between Texas and

capital to come in here to develop our resources Mil look in vain. The condition
has
of affairs which the Enterprise
brought about is quite encouraging to
everybody except those who are anxious
to see our resources developed, our in
terests advanced and the country

8trainbut makes the additional
tion that the bonds were sold at

less
Tim sound money advocates are very
than fifty cents on the dollar to the
much worried over the progress of the
eastern holders, when the fact is that free silver idea all over the country.
Subscription Kitten, Pontage Prepaid :
the bonds were sold to the eastern hold- They are setting to work to counteract
One year
- 2.00
Six months
1.00 ers for considerable more than par.
the influence of Coin's Financial School
Three mouths
.50
These points are brought up, not be
and to that end have made a contract
SILVER CITY, N. M., MAY 15, 18U5. cause they are of any value, but to show with one of the newspaper associations
how these papers are seeking to delude
to supply stereotype plates free for the
66
Silver
the people. It makes not a particle of dissemination of "sound money" doc
Lead
...2.95
difference how much is paid on a bond
trine. Many publishers are willing to
in interest, the bond is just as valid after
A STRONG ARGUMENT.
publish this matter simply because it
interest has been paid on it for fifty costs
them nothing and in this way the
The last issue of the Enterprise con
years as it is after interest has been paid
gold bugs will reach millions of the peo
tains a strong argument in favor of the
one year. It will not do to argue that be
ple of the country. This sort of literarepudiation of the railroad bonds of this
cause interest has been paid on a bond at
ture will not answer the purpose for
county. This argument is all of a piece
the rate of 7 per cent, for fifty years, or which
it was designed simply because
with the previous arguments in that
three and a half times the principal
arguments advanced in Coin's Fithe
paper on the bond question and might
sum, the bond has leen paid, and benancial School are unanswerable. No
have been written by the editor by the
cause the people of this county have
one who has read this book will be inlight of the midnight lamp, or by some
paid over $40,000 on the railroad bonds
fluenced in the slightest by the boiler
enthusiastic assistant, who takes more
is no argument why no more should be
plate matter which the Reform club will
than ordinary interest in the bond ques
paid on them. The very fact that the
send out during the next eighteen
tion.
by this
bonds have been recognized
months.
The argument which is advanced is
county as valid obligations for twelve
calculated to paralyze the holders of the
years is a point in favor of the holders
Solicito Gkxkhai, Vhtoky haa given
bonds at one fell stroke. Its logic is of
of the bonds. In the Arizona case it as his ollicial decision that am'ssors
the latest improved variety, the shining
which was decided by the supreme court are not entitled to 4 per cent, on retail
points of which are not readily apparent
of the United States, and which has liquor licenses for assessing vhesanieund
to the ordinary, thick
lcen cited as a case in point, the lionds that collectors are not entitled to 4 per
The entire burden of the article is to
had never been recognized as valid ol cent, for collecting them. This matter
show how much the taxpayers of the
ligations.
was brought to notice by the Las Vegas
county have paid on the bonds and how
The entire argument advanced by the Optic in an article which we print on
much more they will have to pay Ih1
Enterprise and Headlight, which in this another page. The decision of the solicfore the bonds mature and it is left for
matter occupy aliout the same relations itor general will save the schools of the
the readers to infer that
a sum
as exist lietween the colon and the semi territory quite a sum as some of the col
almost equal to the face of the londs has
colon, fails utterly to touch the vital lectors have been getting 4 per cent, on
already been paid in interest, the county
point at issue. The question is not all licenses of this kind collected. The
ought to refuse to pay more.
whether Grant County has paid $40,000 opinion of the solicitor general is quite
There are some facts stated in the edi
or $400,000 in interest, or whether the lengthy, but he holds that, as the licentorial, among them being the following
interest and principal will amount to ses are paid to the treasurers of the va- "Thev were issued in three perico
20 lionds ; each bond called for one thoiw $159,200 or a thousand times that much. rious counties, the collectors are not en
and dollars, bearing 7 per cent, interest The county has agreed to pay a certain titled to anv remuneration.
from date until paid.
sum at a certain time and a certain rate
"The first series become due 20 vears of interest on that sum. The question
Tur affairs of the Agricultural college
second 21 vears and the third 22 years
is, Can Grant county afford to repudiate
after date.'1
were thoroughly gone over last week by
The writer of the article doubtless the debt?
an investigating committee and it was
takes it for granted that figures do not
In the present bond fight the taxpay- found that the newspapers at Las Cruces
lie, but his figures will not bear inspec ers of Grant county are paying the had been making a mountain out of a
tion, in fact they are not much more ac freight. The money to prosecute the very small Bized mole hill. The college
curate than the remainder of his article case has been raised by private subscrip is all right and it. is to be sincerely hoped
Although three of the bonds were paid tion, and the district attorney, as the that there will be no more controversy
ten years ago and the interest stopped legal adviser of the board of county over its management and that hereafter
on them, he figures that the taxpayers commissioners, will have to defend the the newspapers down there will give the
will have to pay $99,000 in interest case. Whether the case be won or lost, college a rest.
should they continuo to pay until the the taxpayers of the county will have to
bonds mature, and that the grand total pay the score. In case the injunction is
Tub people of Santa Fe are doing all
of interest and principal would amount granted the bondholders will commence they can under existing conditions to
to $159.200. A simple calculation will proceedings and then the subscriliers to advance the work of restoring the capíprove t he error of his figures. The bonds the fund will have another opportunity tol. It will be some time before there
have an average of 21 years to run ; the to help pay the piper and in the mean- will lie any money available for the vigrate is 7 per cent., or 147 per cent, for time the payment of taxes cannot lie en orous prosecution of the work, meanthe total time for all of the bonds. The forced. The county will lie without while all will be done with convict labor
inteiest on $60,000 for the entire time funds and people who are looking for that can be accomplished.
Arizona Streets.
Advertising Kates on Application.

--
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The legality of the county bonds issued
in aid of the Silver City, Deming and
Pacific railroad company will be tested
in the court of this district. A temporary injunction has been asked for, restraining the board of county commissioners of this county from levying a tax
for the payment of either the interest or
principal of these bonds and the hearing
lias been set by Judge Bantz for today.
These bonds may or may not be legal.but
in either event the people of this county
cannot afford to refuse to pay either
principal or interest. The taxpayers
who are asking for the injunction are rep.
resented by Bell & Wright, of this city

Representative STONK.of Pennsylvania,

doubt as to the outcome of the convention, but it remains to be seen whether
the gold standard democrats will be
numerous enough in the convention to
make even a respectable showing.

The Chaves murder trial, which has
at Santa Fe for several
days is creating quite a sensation there.
The testimony so far shows that the murder of Chaves was talked over long before the murder was committed and that
some of the prominent republicans of
the territory were anxious to get rid of
Chaves in order to make Santa Fe county safely republican.
Attempts have
been made to suppress some of the testimony, but it is to lie hoped that the matter will Ik? probed to the bottom. That
such a state of affairs could exist in any
civilized community seems almost
been going on

9

views with a great deal of concern the
encroachments of the free silver men in
the Keystone state. Free silver literature
is being scattered broadcast over the state
and there can be but one result.

Tim president lias practically given up
the fight against silver in the western
states and is now doing missionary work
in the south. Mr. Bland, the old democratic war horse, says that the more
letters that Cleveland writes the better
it will be for the silvei men and the majority of the democrats of the country
are of the same opinion.

The silver democrats of Iowa are going to follow the example of the Illinois
democrats in calling a convention to put
the party of that state on record on the
silver question. Let the good work go
on.

Many of the business men of this city
already see the effects of the attempt at
An enthusiastic
audience greeted repudiation of our bonds.
Richard P. Bland last Saturday evening
in Denver where he delivered an address
on the silver question. Mr. Bland has
no aspirations for the nomination for
the presidency, but will do all in his
power to secure the nomination and
election of a free silver democrat for
president next year.
V

ATALE

f

The contest over the governorship of
Tennessee has been settled. Gov. Tur-nethe democratic contestant, was inaugurated last Wednesday, but the republican memlwrs of tho legislature refused to attend the inaugural ceremonies.
They were beaten at their own game but
Secretary Carlisle is going to vote the tilW t,i(1 not submit to the final decision
republican ticket next year if the dem with good grace.
ocratic party should fail to adopt a platOver half of the editorials in the last
form in accord with his views on the silissue
of the Rio Grande Republican are
ver question. There is every reason to
believe that a few other blind followers devoted to Agricultural college affairs.
of Grover Cleveland will do just as Mr. Subjects for editorial matter must be
Carlisle will do but that will not pre- scarce in the olficc of the Republican
vent the democrats of the country from and the brain fag attendant on writing
declaring for the free and unlimited such a variety of articles on one subject
coinage of silver and from electing the must be intense.
nominee of the party. The republicans
The money which will be raised in
are welcome to Mr. Carlisle.
this city this year from road tax might
A learned scientist now comes to the Itc used to good advantage in employing
front with the statement that there is guards to watch prisoners while they
enough gold in solution in the oceans to work on the streets. Many of the prissupply the world with gold for the com- oners confined in the county jail might
monest uses. There are millions of tons as well be at work on the streets as tobe
of it. The gold exists in sea water in idle.
immense quantities but the learned
Arundant capital is ready to assist the
scientist does not tell us how to get it
out without expending more than the people of this part of the territory to degold would be sold for. If he could velop the resources of this section if our
solve this problem his fame and fortune residents themselves do not repel it.
would be made.

TWO
NATIONS.

i

y,

YOUR

During the nast two months the aver
age weekly advance in the price of silver
of a
bullion per ounce has lieen about

3

IP

it"

J

A Tale of Two Nations
should be read by every
one who has read Coin's
Financial School.
The book can be obtained
free by any subscriber to

The Eagle who pays
year's subscription in

a

ad-

vance. It will open the
eyes of thousands who are
unacquainted with the par-

ticulars concerning the

de-

monetization of silver.
Send in your subscription today.

ATTENTION

I desire to inform you that having purchased

PLEASE,
the stock, fixtures

cent. The advance has been steady and, etc. of Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
although there have been reactions, the business
at the same place.
price has quickly recovered in every in
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
stance.
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and will
The eyes of democrats all over the appreciate a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
country are on the democrats of Illinois
ery lrulv,
.
and will be until after the convention
R.
next month. There is no longer any
j

J.

HICKS.

MAY 15, 1815.
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LORDSBURG
Interesting

NOTES.

Clipped
Liberal.

IteniH

From

the

Miss Beulnh Coaper and Mr. Charlen
Brooks were married at the residence of
the bride's father, on the Gila Tuesday

Who says that we can't raise water
SILVER'S CHAMPION.
melons in the Rio Grande valley?
THE .
There was a rancher in town yesterday,
from Loma Parda, who said that he
NEWS
would plant more of them then he does 1I0CKY MOUNTAIN
only they grow so fast in that precinct
Established 18BU.
that they have to get on horse back in
order to catch them. Rincón Weekly.
TERMS OF SUBSRIPTION.
Mr. Wright, who has been located as
the Santa Fc agent at Whitewater for
(IN ADVANCE.)
the past two years, has accepted a posiDAILY.
tion in Kansas. Mr. DeMier, recently
Sí'0
Ono year, by mall
375
night operator at Engle will fill the Six mouths by mall..........
l.w
place left vacant by Mr. Wright and Three months by mall
65
Geo. Lefller of Deming will act as opera One month by mall
$2.50
Sunday edition, (10 pages,) year
tor at Engle. Rincón Weekly.
Dally Editions Include the biinilay,

afternoon.
W. F. Baldwin, one of the owners of
the Robert E. Lee mine at Pyramid, haB
been out at the mine for the past week
or so and has made preparations for several shipments. The ore is now carefully sorted when taken down and plen
ty of assays will be made before the ore
is shipped ; the consequences are that
only good ore, of which there is plenty
in the mine, is being sent to the smelter.
Several more men have been put to work
in the mine.
Last Mondav a train of stock cattle, Bicycles, Guns and Revolvers
loaded at Benson, was travelling east
Promptly Repaired.
On top of the cars was a lot of alfalfa
Rates Keasonablo.
Near Gago the hay on a car near the
Yanklo St. Silver City. N. M.
middle of the train caught fire, it is sup
posed from sparks from the locomotive,
Before the train could be stopped the
The Greatest Railroad
car was on fire. No water was near and
.on Earth
the fire could not be put out. The hum
:
ing car was pulled away from the rear
Santa Fe Route!
of the train and then the front end of the
Teachers nnd others golngto National
train was pulled away from the car and it
KriiH'Htlonal Ambulation meeting at
Denver. In July, should ronicniher
burned to the ground. The fire was so
the Santa Fe offers as low rates
that
fierce the train men could not open the
as anybody else, with better service.
Special
Inducements to small or
doors and the cattle all burned to death
large part ies.
Through Pullman Sleepers and free
Some weeks ago the Liberal had an
Chair Cars -- Chicago, St. Louis and
item telling about 11. P. Hart and J. D
Kansas City to Denver. One hundred
mile superb view of Kneky Mouii- Smith doing some prospecting for opals
tains between I'ueblo and Denver.
Privilege of attending Summer
They had discovered indications of opal
School, Colorado Springs, on return
formation out at the Horseshoe canyon
.
trip.
e
excursions Into the moiin- and decided to do some development. In
tains after meeting is over.
most of the known opal mines no gems
l'or descriptive pamphlets, address
are found near the surface, but begin to
J. H. MmxiK,
. Agt. A.. T. & S. V., It. K Silver City.
appear at a depth of some thirty feet
New Mexico.
They have reached this depth and last
Most Picturesque
week Mr. Smith discovered the first gem
Line to Colorado.
opals. lie sent in several specimens
coloi
in
olive
dark
green
which were a
and had all the fire of the Austrian
3
.
stones. Messrs. Hart & Smith feel mui id
.
- x
encouraged at the discovery and antici
pate making some valuable finds in the
near future. -

L.

WEEKLY.

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.

Low-rat-

Ono year, by mall, In advance
Sample copies of either edition on

$1.00

only consistent champion

ThcNEWslstho

of silver In the west, and should lie in every
home In the west, and In tho hands of every
miner and business man in New Mexico.
Send In your subscriptions at onco.
All communications must lie addressed to

News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
NOTICE FOll VU1IUCATION.

at Las

Cmicks. N. M., I
April 19, 1H5. f
VOTICE IS UEIIEDY GIVEN Til AT THE
IN
following-name- d
settler has (lied notice
of his Intention to make final proof in support of ills claim, and that said proof will lie
made liefore the Probate Judge or Probate
Clerk at Silver City N. M., on May 25th, 1SII5.
viz.: Martin Tellls. who made homestead apH of sec.
plication No. Vm for the w of
Is, tp
south of range 20 west.
He names tho following witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon and cultivation of. said land, viz:
AM Duran, of Silver City, New Mexico,
of Duncan, Arizona.
Candió Tellls,
E. lllalda.
'"
"
"
T. Oon4iles,
Any person who desires to protest against
the allowance of such proof, or who knows of.
any substantial reason, under tho law and
the regulations of the Interior department,
why such proof should not I hi allowed, will be
given an opirtunity ut tho aliovo mentho
tioned lime and place to
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evi
dence in rebuttal of that submitted by
John D. Huyan,
claimant.
Uegislor.
U.
Land Office

n-- w

,

1

cross-examl-

yj

Last Saturday Mr. Geo. Miles came
down from Silver City, accompanied by
his broter-in-laGarry Vanwapper
Mr
and paid a visit to his ranch.
Miles has placed Mr. Vanwapper in
charge of the ranch and just as soon as the
necessary repairs are made on the house
Mr. Miles and family will move down
from Silver City and make this his
permanent home. Mr. Miles has one
of the finest ranches in this valley, recently having had about 50,000 fruit
trees added to his orchard, all of which
are growing and doing well. What we
need here is plenty of just such enterprising ranchers as Mr. Miles. Rincón
Weekly.

Winchester Repeating
Rifles
Our Model 1893

Shot-Gu- n

is now

used
Shot-GllIl-

by all the most advanced trap

Single

and game shooters.
ASK

YOUR

DEALER

TO SHOW

Shot-Rifle-

"

S

S

YOU THIS GUN.

Everything that is Newest and Best in Repeating Arms as well as nil
kinds of Ammunition are made by the
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., Winchester Are., New Haven. Conn.
Illustrated Catiilogu
W Send a Postal Card with your address for our 1

Til
The Hentiiinl Ih Awake,
We greatly regret to see the position
the Enterprise is taking with regard to.
the issue, which it has raised, of the repudiation of our honds. This action on
the part of the Enterprise has already
done ns harm, and if we should he so ill
advised as to repudiate our debts, we

should suffer severely and justly for our
dishonorable conduct. The facts are
that the bonds were .issued in order to
gain certain result, and now having
got those things for which the bonds
were issued, 'the Enterprise is trying to
get us to repudiate the bonds. This, in
plain language, would be nothing but
swindling. The bonds were legally approved by our people before they were
issued. By what honorable means can
our people now, at this late date, refuse
to pay an indebtedness which they themselves contracted and have ever since recognized by paying interest on? If these
bonds were not a just debt why did our
people after having voted for their issuance ratify them by paying interest on
them fur years, instead of repudiating
them then ; and this disreputable agitation on the part of the Enterprise has
already injured Grant county and the
territory. Two large Grant county deals
which were in hand have been dropped
on account of the Enterprise booming
repudiation; and Dona Ana county,
which was successfully negotiating an
issue of lionds, has just been told by the
parties with whom it was dealing that
they preferred not to loan money in a
territory whose newspapers (i. e., the Enterprise) advocate repudiation. Capital
will not go where it believes it is unsafe,
and if the mere talk of repudiating our
just debts has had this bad effect what
hope would there be of our getting capital (which we so much need) to come
here at all if we, by repudiation, prove
that there is no safety for it after it gets
here? A public body, like a private business man, is sure to suffer if it acts dishonorably and will not pay its 'debts.
Every one is talking of hard times and
the scarcity of money; what fools we
would be to drive money away and keep
still more from coming here by a measure of bond repudiation. Sentinel.
Assessor Childers went to Doming last
Monday to finish up the work of gathering in the returns for tins year. Most of
the returns from the various precincts
in the country have already lieen received at the assessor's ollice and Mr.
Childers is very desirous of getting in
the remainder of the returns. Those
projierty owners who have not already
made their returns will save the assessor much needless profanity by sending
in returns promptly.

The Daughters of Rebokah are going
to have a picnic at Ernest's the latter
part of this month.

K
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Miss Gertrude Scott has been ill for
several days.

11

Indians Reported Out.

Numerous reports have been in circuThe board of regents of the Agricul- lation to the effect that Indians are out,
but there has been little credit given
tural college had a meeting this week.
them until this week. Last Monday
A pound party will be given to Ilev.
Sinnock at the M. E. parsonage this evening telegraphic orders were received at Fort Bayard instructing Capt.
evening. Everybody invited.
Pitcher and Lieut. Jenks with Troop
Quite a number of children about I, 1st
calvalry to leave for old Fort
town have had sore throat during the
Bowie, A. T.
past week or so. Some of the cases liave
This looks as though there might be
lieen serious.
something more than idle rumor in the
There will be another wedding in town reports which have been circulated.
before long. Silver City can beat any
A light shower fell here Monday afterother town in New Mexico when it comes
noon and another came yesterday.
to the matter of weddings.
Neither was sutlicient to do any good.
A large number of witnesses will be in
You can
a copy oi Coin's Finanattendance at court next week. The cial School get
free by paying a year's sub
number of witnesses before the grand seription to Tub Eai,b in advance.
jury will be unusually large.
Call at the ollice, leave your subscription and get a copy of the greatest book
Married, in this city on Saturday, May on the
silver question ever published.
11, 1895, at the Broadway hotel, by Rev.
J. W. Sinnock, Mr. William Kemp to
GUADALUPE MENDOZA
Mrs. M. Campbell, both of this city.
KEPAIKING NEATLY
Married, at the residence of R. G.
AND
Landrum, the bride's uncle, on Friday,
PROMPTLY DONE.
May 10, 189Ó, by the Rev. J. W. Sinnock,
Prices reasonable, and
W. J. Sapp to Mrs. Lucy Wright, both
satisfaction KuuranteiHl.
i Shop on Yiinklu
Street.
of this city.
On Thursday evening May 2!!rd there
will be given, at Morrill Hall, an entertainment consisting of music, tableaux
and pantomine for the benefit of the
Episcopal church.

BOOT&
SHOE
MAKER.

Mogollón Stage Line.
Stage Leaves Silver City For

Every one in New Mexico should read
Mogollón Every day Except SunCoin's Financial Series.
Any one of
those books may be had free at this of- days at 8 a. m.
fice by anyone who pays a year's subOllice at Wells Fargo & Co's Exscription to Tub Eaoi.k in advance.
A number of the bicyclists of this city press Office.
will go out to Rodgers's ranch at Lone
I. 'fill Not Ire.
In the District Court,
mountain next Sunday. Express wagFulton J. Davidson,
vs.
Uraut County New
ons will be provided at intervals along
Itothschild Hrotlicrs. Mexico. November
Hm
term. 1115.
the road to pick up any who may chance The defendants,
Albert Kothschild and Julto fall by the wayside.
ius liothsclillil, dohiK business under the firm
name and style of Kotlisrlillcl llrotliers. at
A numlicr of cottages might, lie rented St. Louis, Mo., are hereby untitled that suit
has lieen brought against said linn by Ftdton
in this city to people who come here for .1. Davidson, plaintiff, to recover the sum of
One Hundred ami Fifty Four Hollars mid Ten
their health. Not a season passes that cents,
claimed to Ih' due by ynu to said plainiind your property lias lieen attached,
many people do not go away from this tiff
t'nlcss ynu enter your apiienrancc at
city simply because they cannot find the November term of the District Court
be beirun and liolden in and for the
suitable houses for rent. Many lo not to
County of liranl and Territory of New
on the 1st li day of Novcnilier. A. D.,
like to board at the hotels and are ob- Mexico
18!f, Judiniient by (fiifault will he taken
V. II. Walton.
liged to leave simply liccause they can- aijainst you.
It. (). Hauhktt.
Clerk.
not get houses to live in.
Attorney for plaintiff.
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of an !ich.
by spaces about
E. E. GANDARA.
These strips of platinum Siioui.i do
made to complete the circuit of a gal
0LD AND SILVERSMITH.
vanic battery, to which an electric
In this cuso
bell has been attached.
the bell is kept continually ringing
ewelry Made to Order Repairing
while the plant is growing the height
Neatly Done.
of the width of the strip;; u;;d. and
is silent while- the pointer is pausing
over the spaces between the strips of
PRICES REDUCED.
metal. The growing of corn may be
Guaranteed.
Satisfaction
heard direct by means of the microdeclare
who
Kt.
those
aro
and
there
Silver City, N. M.
Vunklo
phone,
they have heard it without any. artificial assistance whatever.
oue-eigh.-

POP

BIG-PIP-

b.

the Queer

Will of a Famous Dutch Smoker
Who Died at Ninety-Eigh- t.

In its discussion of the question
whether it is injurious to smoke tobacco, the Cleveland Plain Dealer recalls the history of Mynheer Van Klaes.
a famous old merchant in Holland, who
was such an' inveterate smoker that he
He
was nicknamed "Pop
made a large fortune in the India trade,
and built a mansion near Rotterdam, in
which he collected every imaginable
kind of pipe. It was said that he
smoked one hundred and fifty grammes
of tobacco every day, and died at the
years. In making
ape of ninety-eigh- t
his will, after bequeathing to his relatives, friends and charities a large proportion of his estate, he added the following clause:
"I wish every smoker in the kingdom
to be invited to my funeral in every
way possible, by letter, circular and
Every smoker who
advertisement.
takes advantage of the invitation shall
receive as a present ten pounds of tobacco and two pipes on which shall be
engraved my name, my crest, and the
date of my birth. The poor of the
neighborhood who accompany my bier
shall receive every year on the anniver
sary of my death a large package of to
bacco. I make the condition that all
those who assist at my funeral, if they
wish to partake of the benefits of my
will, must smoke without interruption
during the entire ceremony. My body
shall be placed in a coffin lined through
out with the wood of my old Havana
cigar boxes. At the foot of the coffin
shall be placed a box of the French tobacco called 'Caporal' and a package of
our old Dutch tobacco. At my side
place my favorite pipe and a box of
matches, for one never knows what
may happen. When the bier rests in
the vault all the persons in the funeral
procession are requested to cast upon it
the ashes of their pipes as they pass it
on their departure from the grounds."
It is said that Van Klaos. o the day
that he made thi: oceenU-- : will, summoned a notary, who wan ::!;: a notable
smoker, and said to him: ' Vill my pipe
and yours. I am going to dir." lie
then dictated the will and died.
l.ig-Pipe- ."

Wm. F. Lorenz,

ANCLO.V1ANIA.
How an Anioiliun

r.xperlmrnti

by

Wlii.-:-

lid Until

!;"

.
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Their Growth May
uml Heard.

There are several ways of rendering

the growth of plants both audible and
visible, but the nodus operandi in the

'latest improved" experiments

a

S:io'.1::i Friend.
woman returned to
New England after living for a season
in London, and wearied her fviends
with her affectations and mannerisms,
Mie was
savs ouths Companion,
ashamed of her own country a.nd did
not hesitate to say so. She not only
imitated English customs, dress, ex
pressions, spelling and pronunciation,
but offered offensive evidence of her
acute attack of Anglomania in con
temptuous references to everything
American.
One of her friends undertook to ad
minister social discipline in a unique
way. She sent out invitations to
lunch party in honor of the returned
traveler and collected a large company
After the guest
in her drawing-room- .
had been cordially welcomed, tho doors
were opened.
in the dining-rooThe room had been decorated with
bunting and t'.ie (lowers were mussed
r.i eitects ot red, white anil blue. 1 aere
were Hags everywhere, in the elia'.ule
lier, on the mantel and on every bit of
plate or china displayed on the table,
The table reserved for the guest was
draped with the national colors.
Never, perhaps, was a broader hint
conveyed at a social reception that it is
ill bred and bad form to be ashamed of
one's country.

IKE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.
Notary Puiilic.
O nice

lit

I'ost-onlc- c.

SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.

Have
You

Read

Coil's

I But Lo'f;;.mtW'"i.

It has been claimed t'.iat the celebrated Umpire world r lcir express
made 112 miles an hour, but the s'.ate
ment fails entirely oi aiuaentioa.ion.
The figure of 103.7 mile.i per hour for
short distances appears to be nearer
tac mark, ana even it tuero were an
error of a second the rato would still
have been 100 miles an hour. Itetwcon
Jersey City and l'lnladelpiiia it la a
common occurrence for the engine
hauling the ISlue Line trains to roach
90 miles an hour. Speeds of over I miles
an hour are often made bythol'. .1:
dclphia
Keaung and Central uew
Jersey flyers. Li England a Croat
Northern train ha:? malo G4.1 miles an
hour; while a Midland train between
London and Scotland has run up to tho
same speed. Tho London & Northwestern has gone up to 81.8. The continent of Europe does not appear to afford any examples tit all approximating the American and English records,
a fact attributable to tho conservative
dislike of tho government ofJcialn to
high speed rather than to actual ina

is as folIn order to make the growth
of a very vigorous plant visible, a fine
platinum wire should be carefully attached to the growing part. The other
end of this wire should bo attached to
a pencil pressing gently against a drum
which is being driven by clockwork. If
the growth bo uniform a straight lino
i i marked
on the paper, but the very
.lightest increase is shown by inclined
tracing.
A slight modification of this nrrangc-r.on- t
renders the growth audible. In
this experiment the drum must be
covered with platinum foils of a certain
width, and separated from each other bility.
lows:

Xlebnknd

An American

i

TO SEE PLMJTS GROW.

Worn in

Financial
School?
It sells lor

25 cents, but

may lie had Iree by sub
scribers

to

THE

EAGLE

who pay a year In advance.

TUN KAtiliK:
A

PRACTICAL VIEW.

Some Very SeiiHllilo
on tlio Knllronil
Hand Question.
It seems to me that the most foolish
move ever made by any of the taxpayers
of this county has been made in reference to the railroad bonds of the county
in that an effort is being made to repuIiU-h-

diate them. I understand that the railroad lmnds of- - the county amount to
$57,000 and that in addition to these, the
city of .Silver City has outstanding
in railroad bonds, making a total of
$10:5,000.

The annual interest on this amount is
and it is for this amount that the
taxpayers who are agitating this subject
are willing to jeopardize all of the interests of the county and city. The loss to
this city alone this year in one item will
be more than the interest on the entire
railroad debt. 1 refer to the item of the
bonds of the territory authorized by the
last legislature for the completion of the
normal school in tins city. This, of
course, is but one i cm and it is impossi
ble to tell how much capital may be pre
vented from coming here by the action
uiincicw taxpayers m attempting to
lepimiaie tlie Iwnds.
An increase of
$'.00,000 in the taxable- property of this
county would more than pay the inter
est on the bonds of both city and county
which are sought to be repudiated, and
capitalists are now here who will invest
more than this amount., providing that
they are satislied that thev are not com
ing into a community of repudiators.
The repudiation of the IkmkIs will írive
this part of New Mexico such a bark set
as it has never had. Men who have min
nig property for sale will attempt in
vain to attract capital this way, business
men will find their credit injured and
the financial standing of the county and
city will be such that money cannot be
borrowed at any rate.
It is an undeniable fact that there are
fossils here who are opposed to the advancement of the interests of the community. They are satislied with the
existing condition of affairs and are
content to eke out a miserable existence.
They wonid rather spend a dollar to
prevent tho payment of our obligations
than to say a good word for the community and encourage the investment of
capital which would help pay our indebtedness. It is a hard thing to say
that they are opposed to the upbuilding
of institutions of learning, but in attempting to repudiate the indebtedness
of the county they are dealing the normal school a blow from the effects of
which it will take years to recover.
It is astounding to think that there
people in the
are such
community, but they are here. They
may succeed in keeping capital out of
the country and in paralyzing the- indus
$0,7")0,

short-sighte-

WKDNRSÜAY.

MAY 15, 1I1N5.

tries which we now have and this will
operate to depreciate the value of prop
erty to such a point that any taxation
will be a burden.
If, by any possibility, these people
could be made to understand that the
investment of every dollar of outside
capital is so much added to the wealth
of the country, and that the greater the
wealth of a community the lighter the
burden of taxation, they might turn their
attention to the preservation of the cred
it of the county and city and occasion
ally say a good word which might in
duce the investment of capital anil assist in the development of the resources
of tho county.
Piiookess.
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witnesB Young was all "evidence" he
must have thought so, or he would not
have listened to such trash, but the

are "niggers" and this alone,
as I have reason to know, goes a great
ways sometimes in passing upon their
rights, even a quarter of a century after

Appomatox.

Thitt Kol.liery Cn.se.
Editoii of Eaoi.e:
After reading a synopsis of the evidence in the case of the territory versus
Richardson and Carpenter, as published
in the last issue of the Enterprise (if
such stuff can be dignified with the
name of evidence) I concur with you
when you say that it is "not probable
that a trial jury would convict the men
Ac." and I may add that no trial jury
ought to convict, and no sensible, unprejudiced person will say otherwise.
AVhy, then, hold the men under one
thousand dollars bond each? The judge
might as well have placed it at a million
so far as these prisoners are concerned.
It looks as though it was desirous
from some purpose or other to burden
the taxpayers with a large bill. A one
hundred dollars bond would have answered every purpose, and this kind of
liond might have been given. This fixing of lwnds at one thousand dollars
each is a plain violation of law, as well

Coin's Financial School
has made more converts to tho silver cause than any other publication. We will send it free to any
one paying a year's subscription to
Thk Eaolk in advance. Send $2
and get The Eagi.k and this valuable book. Address
Tiik Eaoi.k,
Silver City, N. M.

PHILOTOKEIM
It VVuman'a hala and UeliaMa Filenl. K Ifvn iiiiiullily
nihil. curtí oenroulDtM and liyiltila aud rtaluM-- to Dvrl'-cbntlla.
run.
luultu. Huid by ill UKKl'ta auil .lrtri lor II
ul.lal mailed on .ilU'lin. II J. u can't K't It from )onr
$1 tu Ilia iiieprtflnr and l.a v til arn.1 to ynn pro-Idbyaipim. OliarlelF. Blala), Wholaaall)rumt,a Oort.
Uniitst . New Yftrk.
H Will reatore Ora Hair and Whlakara to a brown
ur black III a law luluuiaa II a Inula.

as of com moil sense.
I suppose that the justice of the peace
assumed that the story as told bv the

mrni
55trIM

mm

f.

WILLIAM

Justice.
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Fire, Life and Accident Insurance.
Oflice

at PostofTiee

NEW MEXICO.

SILVER CITY

ONLY THE BEST COMPANIES REPRESENTED.
Synopsis of Statements January
Ill)

Y A

I,

INS. CO. OF MVKItl'OOI.

Assets III Hit! l!nlti(l Stutes
do
UitlilllUes
Net Surplus
LIVERPOOL

do
&

LONDON

Ot.OllE

MUTISM AM CHICA ASSt'llANCE

ENGLAND.
ÍT.tW.2.V.l.SI

UiiW.;!l

Assets
Uulillltles

2, lHtt.Ki0.44

Surplus

1,1

1st 1895.

VEIIPOOI.

MANCHESTER

KNOI.A.m
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CRAZE

i Oil BICYCLES.

Livery Stable Koepera .Are
ing the Effects Sorely.

Feel-

Marked Fulling Oft l;i the Via of Horse
and Ituggles Tim Sunday Traille Is Injured Already lilrycle Wagons and
Carriages Are Coining.
So widespread lias the bicycling craze
become that the livery stable keepers
are beginning to feel the eifects of it
sorely. It is the Sunday trade, the
best paying trade in the livery business, that has fallen oil chieily, the
reason being that the young men who
used to take their girl friends driving
every pleasant Sunday afternoon now
take them bicycling instead at a much
smaller expense. A horse and buggy
costs about five dollars for a Sunday
afternoon, while a pair of bicycles can
be rented all day at two dollars apiece,
or a tandem for about four dollars.
The natural result is that every Jack
wlio has a bicycle is teaching his Jill to
ride, or if Jill is the cyclist she is insisting th;it Jack shall purchase or hire
a wheel, so that he can accompany her
on her Sunday afternoon spins, and the
academies where riding is taught are
full of bruised but persevering learners
in the art of wheeling.
Walk along any of the boulevards of
this city or Brooklyn, s:iy3 the ftew
York Sun, some íin Sunday afternoon
and vou can see the result of this.
There will be two bbyjlej for every
horse and buggy, and a goxl proportion of the bicycling, you will find, is
done in pairs, whtc'i mjaiu miuh lo.ü
of custom to the stables. A man uptown who is wi.ie in the matter of
horses said recently in discussing the

matter:
"One outside the livery business can

hardly believe what a falling off in
trade there has been sine bicycling
bcame so popular. As long ns it was
confined to men it didn't make much
difference, but as soon as the girls began to take it up our profits went flying. Why, even as early in the season
as this, you can see the machines spinning every decent roadway hereabouts, but you see mighty .few rigs
bad now, what
with 'em. If it's V
will it be when the úry season comes
and the roads arc all easy lor the
wheels?
"Why, a fellow whose girl rides a
bicycle, and there's an awful lot of
'em that do, can just take her a spinning down to Coney Island, or off in the
Jersey roads, or up the Hudson river,
or down on Staten Island for a good,
long ride, and get back before dark,
and we livery men can sit in our
stables and twirl our fingers und wonder how we're going to make business
pay with no trade on Sunday, when
business ought to be the liveliest and
prices the biggest. Why, I'll bet that
fifty per cent, or more of the girls that
used to make the Sunday livery trade
profitable have learned how to ride
wheels. I tell you, for a fact, I know
three livery nun ia this city, all of 'e:n
prosperous, and all of 'em old hands in
.
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the business, and they're going to ive
it up this summer. I met one of 'em
the other day and asked him how things
were going, and he told me he was going to quit.
" 'What's to pay?' I said. 'Made your
pile?'
" 'No,' said he, 'but I don't want to
lose what I have got. There's nothing iu horses. I'm going into a better
line, where there's money.'
" 'What's that?' I asked.
" 'Bicycles,' said he. 'Don't have to
groom 'em, don't have to feed 'em, and
they don't get sick and cost yon "vet"
bills. Besides that you can get prices
for 'em where your horses won't be
hired out enough to get exercise. There's
no money in keeping horses until tliey
make a law declaring bicycling a criminal offense, for everybody is struck on
the wheels, and if something don't
Viappen you won't see any horses in this
city a few years from now except on
drays and street cars. No more horses
for me. I'm going to get in out of the
rain,' said he, and I guess he was pretty
near right.
"I know it to be a fact that probably
the biggest ' bicycle company in the
country is now making arrangements
for the manufacture on a large scale of
light' wagons and carriages, made on
the bicycle style of steel wheels and
rubber tires. They claim that these
equipages will cost less than a horse
and carriage and be only half as expensive to maintain, and that iu five
years they will be seen everywhere, and
in ten years will have completely done
away with the use of horses. I'm waiting myself, and as soon as I see one of
those things run I'm going to get out
aud get into something else besides the
livery business."

MR. SLUDGi, THE MEDIUM.
The Toet Browning Detected an Imposition on His Wife.
Mr. Frederick Greenwood, in his per-

tea-part-

rap-pin-

Cruelty at a Zoo.

Pictures of southern bayous always
show objects from ten to fifteen feet in
Bltrallrki.r!,
r,
lt,irvtll 11111 tllil
n.if u&
1u
wiiv uwv
.iijii.
oivaiiuiiiii nnnxn
babies, but few such animals are ever
uoen in the northern zoological gardens, says the Cincinnati Tribune. But
when Superintendent SLephan was at
New Orleans recently lw
w one
twelve feet in length and priori u. lie
was not authorized to buy one, for the
Zoo already has several i;n::;ll oaca, yet
when President Burkhardt heard that
such a fine specimen was to be hud it
was decided at once to have it. The
creature will be shipped to Cincinnati
within a few weeks. It will eat nothing but live dogs, and t lioso vül bo
furnished from the dog pound. When
it is thought the monster is hungry r.
homeless cur will be put into t:.o p;-with it. A board will bo extended over
the water, and, following its n::lurul
instinct, the dog will run out on this
board and bark at the alligator. Then
there will be a sudden unnp and
and there will be one less dog on
earth. The last meal Uña alligator
had was a costly one. Its keeper had
propared the board, as ur.ual, and was
.oing for a cur dog when his pet English pug suddenly became saucy and
ran out und barked from tho board.
The keeper rushed back, but was only
noon enough to see the terrible jaws
close- on the beautiful pug, for which
he had paid twenty-fiv- e
dollars.
-

sonal recollections, written for the
"Realm," tells the following story:
"Everybody who lives with books has
heard that Robert Browning's 'Sludge,
the Medium,' rellected upon Home, and
most people have also heard that the
celebrated creature succeeded in bringing Mrs. Browning under his influence
completely. But the trick that undeceived her (we must suppose) is not so
well known. It may have got into
print, but, if so, I, for one, have never
seen it, and tell the story as it was told
by Browning himself. Home had been
about the Brownings a good deal, knew
many people known to them; was, in
y
his
way, an agreeable sort of
person; and there were seances here
and seances there; 'and,' said the poet,
casting a vague look about the room to
express his bewilderment, 'I don't know '
how it was. I did my best, but little
by little he gained her over to believing in him; how much to my distress,
imagine!' After awhile Home found a
yet more excellent way of working on
the poor lady's mind. She had lost a
little child by death, and, her own
wishes running out to embrace the
promise, he began to hint that someday
lie would bring the little one's spirit
into her prescuce. But he was slow in
performing this promise naturally ; for,
jtherwise, ho would have lost the advantage of an excited expectation,
jften stimulated and as often baffled.
At last an evening was named when
the mother's yearning should bo
satisfied. In the customary way, light
was shut out of the room when the
three sat down, and the usual
and questionings and invoca
tions went on for a time, and then-th- en
the child's spirit was to appear. And, sure enough, there did
arise above the edge of the table something that was whiter than the dark,
that seemed to have a motion of its
own and the luminousness of a living
thm(?( nnd thnt migU vuritably bl
what poor Mrs. Browning fancied it.
But, conscious of her trembling state of
mind, her husband was in another-gues- s
sort of passion. 'I suddenly
sprang up, dashed my arm across the
table, and took hold of what do you
think? The scoundrel's obscene foot!
naked!' The flaming anger in which
Browning finished the story after no
many years, too left no doubt about
what happened next to the celebrated
medium Home. lie was instantly and
literally kicked out of tho house; his
shoe and stocking after him, no doubt."

j

POLAR BEAR AND

WALRUS.

Strange Association Ux'.gtlng Jtotwcon tho
Two Animals.
Old voyagers in Behring sea tell of a

strange association between the will
rus and tho polar bear. Tho walrus
furnishes the principal foood of this
great carnivore, which is his deadliest
foe, in fact, yet to see them together,
us they frequently aro encountered,
one might think they wore boon
Lying upon tho field I jo will

com-inion- a.

TJIK EAGLE: WEDNESDAY,
n bo seen "patjhos" of walrus containing from thirty to fifty, and with
each of these groups will be found the
polar boar. They all are apparently
ívsting together in the happiest sort of
unity. Occasionally a walrus flops into
''ic water and sinks leisurely into the
depths, while others will be seen
emerging thcefrom and climbing up
on the ice.
The bear becomes hungry and decides he will dine with the walrus that
day. He rises to his haunches and sways
himself heavily anon all fours. After
a yawn and a stretch he saunters to the
nearest walrus and swings his powerful paw in a crushing blow on its
head, instantly killing the animal. He
then proceeds leisurely to make a comfortable dinner off the unfortunate'ob-jje- t
of his selection.
This performance, apparently, does not startle the
oi'.iers.
They continuo to bask undisturbed, seemingly indifferent to the
f.itc of their comrade and awaiting
their turn like stoics. The female walrus with young, however, does not tolerate the presence of the bear. She
regards him wiili merited suspicion,
r.ud promptly takes to tha water with
her offspring on his appearance.

TIPS

IN

ENGLAND.

Oamekoepnra Scorn Anything Leis Than
l flote.
a
I'lvo-Tou- ri

retired Anglo Indian officer has
published his notions on the subject of
"Lips." Thackeray's Col. Ncwcome, it
will be remembered, ciada a sort of
royal progress through England on his
.lurn from a long sojourn in the east,
r. warding postboys with gold and malc-- i
jg waiters happy with handfuls' of
i.ilver, says the London Daily News.
officer
This reminds the Anglo-Indiathat there are no tippers so hardened
:".nd profuse as Anglo-India- n
tippers. It
; so novel for them to be waited on by
white faces that they feel inclined to
reward the most trifling service. They
iie, moreover, pleased to bo at home
and touched with the civility
V.ioy meet with in their journeyings to
r.nd fro their hands are everlastingly in
their pockets.
The retired Indian officer docs not
object to tips in the abstract, but he
enters a protest against the giving of
Cold to any domestic in a house where
uno has been staying. It spoils the
market and is unfair to those with
uender purses. Five shillings, lie considers, is a sufficient reward for a little
extra trouble. This is very well, but
a large
what about the gamc'-ceper- s
class, as some of us know to our cost
who aro accustomed to return the
shooting guest's sovereign with a polite
intimation that they never accept "less
than paper."
A

1

!,';-ai-

Kept Unt il Placel.

When the czar was made colonel of
the Royal Scots Grays an officer of tho
regiment said to iii'i orderly. "Donald,
have you heard that the new emperor
of Russia has been appointed colonel of
the regiment?" "Indeed, bir." replied
Donald, "it is a vera prood thing."
Then, after a pause. ' Beg pardon, sir,
but wull he be able to keep both
places?"

fHc
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many persons who prate about the phenomenal progress recently made in railfsod They Largely i:iupo road matters
in general and rapid tranKoiillo I nil uro.
in
In his work on tho senile heart Dr. sit particular.
Balfour tells us that there arc two
THE "CROWNER'S
'QUEST."
parts of the human organism, which, if
wisely used, "largely escape senile fail- An Absurd Old Law Which Hal Some
Very Undeslruhlu Kmults.
ure," says the Troy Times. These two
Dickens, who so often studied with
arc the brain and the heart. Persons
who think Lave often wondered why delighted interest the application of
brain worker:!, great statesmen and English law to particular cases, would
others, should continue to work with have found a subject worthy of his
almost unimpaired mental activity and grimmest humor in the fact, cabled
energy up to a period when most of recently from London, that when the
.ho organs and functions of the body master of a fishing smack, cruising near
..ro hi u condition of advanced senile where the Elbe went dovn, saw floatd::ay. There is a physiological reason ing in tho water a dead body, which
íov this, and Dr. Balfour tells us what was doubtless that of a victim of the
it is. "The normal brain," ho affirms, great disaster, ho made no cirort to res"remains vigorous to the last," and cue it from tho waves and carry it
that "because its nutrition is specially ashore for identification and burial.
Instead he sailed past and away from
provided for." About middle lifo or a
little later the general arteries of tho the doleful bit of flotsam as quietly as
body begin to lose t'.ieir elasticity and to circumstances would permit, not, as
slowly but surely dilate. They become, one might suppose, because he was a
and coldtherefore, much less efficient carriers particularly
areas. But this is not the case with the blooded mariner, but because "recentinternal cortids, which supply the capil ly, after landing a body, he had been
lary ot the nutrient blood to the capil- forced to pay the funeral expenses."
lary areas of tho brain. On the contrary, Curious as that experience had been
those large vessels "continuo to re and delightfully illustrative as it was
tain their pristine elasticity, so that the of "crowner's 'quest" wisdom, the cap-tahad no inclination to repeat it.
blood pressure remains normally high
er than within the capillary area of One lesson had been enough to teach
any organ in the body. The cerebral him the great principle that common
blood paths being thus kept open, the sense cannot be allowed to interfere
brain tissue is kept better nourished with consistency in the enforcement of
than the other tissues of the body.'' a parliamentary act, and what, in com-- I
Who is there among those who have parison with that, is the continued
reached or passed middle age that will ugoni.ed uncertainty of some German
not be rejoiced to find such admirable wife or mother?
physiological warrant for the beliei
One ot L'.ncoln'.t Answers.
that the brain may continue to work,
Speaking in a recent speech of cerand even to improve, almost to tho
tain Washington experiences in Linvery last hour of life'
coln's time, Mr. Depew said: "While I
HAD FAST TRAINS EVEN THEN. v::s there Mr. John Gannon, of Buffalo,
vn a member of congress. His face
High Speed at Which the Expresses Trav- and his head were hairless and polished
eled Fifty Year Ago.
like a billiard ball. Ho was a demoIt anybody were asked what compar- crat, but supported the president. The
ison exists between the speed of rail- conditions of the army were vory blue
road trains now and fifty years ago he in the east and in the west. Ganson
would probably say that hardly anj- came in one day and said: 'Mr. Presiean be made.
dent, I am risking my reelection in supThe difference, however, is far less porting your war measures. The camthan is generally supposed. In May, paign seems very unsatisfactory. Of
1848, the Great Western railway engine course I will not give out anything you
Great Britain was driven by Engineer tell me. What is tho situation at the
Almond from Paddington to Didcot, front?' Mr. Lincoln, in his searching
fifty-thre- e
miles, in forty-seve- n
minr.nd sad way, looked at him for a moutes, starting and stopping. When we ment as if ho were about to reveal the
consider that tho brakes in those days secret of the whole army, and then
were very crude this is pretty fast trav- tumbled Ganson out of the reception
eling.
room by saving: 'Ganson, how clean
Nor was this done once, but repeat- you shave.'"
edly.
Tho broad-gaug- e
expresses are freThe Mrst Metal.
quently timed at the rate of a mile in
Gold, because it was found pure and
forty-eigh- t
seconds, or scventy-fivfairly tractable, was probably the first
miles an hour, and even a higher max- metal used by man. Copper, it is true,
imum was attained for short distances. ia found as a r.ietal, but only in one
Tho Bradshaw for 1848 shows that comparatively restricted locality. Octhe morning express was timed to leave casionally fold ilsh hooin have been
Paddington at 9:50 o'clock and start discovered in f;rave:; in New Granada.
again from Didcot at 10:47. Allowing In mining a tv.nnel in Cama a gold
tour minutes for tho stop at Didcot the hook was f ran.l in 1 JS3 fifty feet under
train must havo been officially timed at the surface of tho ground and beneath
a mile a minute.
what must have V.u bed of a river.
The railway records show that tho Copper fish hoo'.n have been found in
traiu often arrived under time.
many of tho ancient burial mounds of
These facts should silence a great Pera.
A.-
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Olllcinl Directory,

) AIL & ANCHETA,

THE SUN.

FEDElt Af..

KYS AT LAW.
" ATTORN tin)
Will practicólo

Thomns R. Cutron,
W. T. Tliornton.
Lorion Miller.

Delegate to Congress
Governor
Secretary
Chief Justice

all
courts of the terrl-tor- y.
Olllrt! corner Texas and
SprhiK streets.
Thnniiis Smith,
SILVER CITY
NEW MEXICO.
1
N.C. Collier.
II. K. Hamilton,
IAMES S. FIELDER.
N. 11. Launhlin, (
Associates
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
i). nantz,
J
mili... i.. ii...,..,i .... ii., i,. i
W.H.Walton. Clerk Third Judicial District
crry - - - N. M. Charles E. Ensley,
Surveyor General
Charles M. Shannon,
U. S. Collector
J. H. HemniliiKway,
U.S. District Attorney
II L. PICKETT,
Jl
Edward L. Hall,
II. S. Marshal
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
II. W. Loomls,
Deputy U.S. Marshal
SILVER CITV,
N. M J. W. Fleming,
U. S. Coal Mine Inspector
J. II Walker. Santa Ee Register Land Ollleo
A
II. 1IARLLEE,
I'cdro Delgado, Santa Ee Roe'v'r Laud (Jlllce
fV.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
John I). ltiyun, LasCruces Reg'r Lanil Olllce
.1. I". Asearate, Las Cruces,
liec'v'r L'd Cilice
SILVER CITY
N. M.
Richard Young, Roswell
Reg'r Land Otlice
W,
Cosgrovo,
Roswell,
(.
Land olllce
Roe'v'r
JOHN M. OIXN.
W. W. Hoyle. Clayt
Reg'r Laud Olllce
'
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
II. C. I'lckels. Clayton.
liec'v'r Land Olllce
Will practice In all the Comas of the

The fii'Hl nf American Newspapers,

CIIAltLES A. DANA, Editor.

i.

silver

SILVER CITV.

P

Territory.
-

.

-

...

J.

k.

and all tho time, forever.
a year

Dally, by mail

$fi

Dally and Sunday, by mall

$Ha

year

The Weekly

$1 it

year

Solicitor General
rict attorney

.1.11. Crist. Santa Ee,
I!. L. Vou nt!. Las Cruces,

Dist

T. N. Wilkersou. Alh'(iie.
A. II. Harllee. Silver City.
II. M. Daugherly. Socorro,
A. A. Jones. Las Vegas.

ley's residence.

SILVER CITV

Idea, tho American Spirit. Those llrst, last,

TKIlltlTOItlAI..

N. M.

I'llILLll'S.
PHYSICIAN AVH KIiriCVOY
Cflleo at Hii Hoy's flrutr Stoic. Rooms' at
Dr. Ha
T.

Tho American Constitution, the American

J

The Sunday Sun
8

tho greatest Sunday Newspaper

John Franklin, Eddy,
hi tho world.
Jose Segura,
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Librarían
(
II. S. flniii'v.
I) A. M.
lerkSu proine Court
E,
II.
Itergiiiann.Superlnti:
U. Sliver City Chapter. No. 2. at Masonic
ndent reuiteiitiary Price 5c. a copy. By mail, $2 a year.
Mall. Regular con vi
Adjutant General
tlons on ;id Wednes- neo. vi . iMiaenel,
day oveninjiof each mniilli. All coinpanlons Samuel Eldodt,
Treasurer
Address TIIK SI N, New York.
Invited to attend.
E. CostiiioVK. II. I'. Marcelino Carola.
Auditor
I'kiiuy H. Laiiv. See'y.
Ainado Chave.,
Supt. of Schools
M.S. Hart.
Coal Oil Inspector
F. & A. M.
- Silver City Lodne. No. H. Meets at Miisoti-l- c
Mall, over Silver City Nnt'l Hank, the
COl'UT OK PIIIVATK LAND CLAIMS.
I liiirsdny
evenlnsr on or liefore the full moon
:
each month. All visitliur brothers Invited to
Joseph R. Reed, of Iowa. Chief Just ice.
intend.
IlKNSKTT. W. M.
Associate Just ices Wllhur l' Stone, of ('(llI'Kimv It. Lady. Sec'y.
orado; Tilomas O. Fuller of North Carolina!
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
E. S.
of Kansas.
'Silver Cltv Cliaiiti.v Nii :i M V u m.,.,u Sluss.
Matt G. Reynolds.
of Missouri. United
every 1st a nit :id Tuesday In each month at
Masonic Hall. Mus. E. C. T. Wakhkn. W. M. Slates Attorney.
Mus. Nki.i.v I!. Ladv. Sec'y.
A

J.

MM,
LMO,

lltUE

0

i

SCIATICA,

COUNT V.

I O. O.E.
1

I

JasL. Rldgoly Enoaiiipment No. I. meets
ho 2d and t)h Wednesdays of each month.
islllng patriarchs cordially Invited,
A'.
.1. .1.

Kki.i.v. Scfihe.

E.

Atkins.

C. I',

I O. O. E.

1. Isaac Tiffany Lodge. No. HI. meets at Odd
I'ollows Hall. Hank building. Thursday evenings. Members of the order cordially
to alt I.
E. I'. JONKS.'N. (.;
Ciiaki.ks (i. I'.Kl.l,. Sec'y.

1'rotiato Judge
Treasurer
I'rotiale Clerk

R. V. Newsham.
N. A. HoHoh.

E. M.Young.
Haylor Sliauuoii.
A. It. Laird.
T. X. Ghilders.
G. R. Itrown.

SherllV

Collector
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
(
'oiniiiissloiier
'Commissioner
School Superintendent

Rrannin.
Clark.
Thomas Foster
S. S.
A. .1.

It. T. Link.

.

." OE I'.

1.

Mayor
Treasurer
Clerk
Attorney
Marshal

noAItU
C.

DEBILITY, Etc.

CITY

I O. O. E.
I i Helen
Lodge. No. 7. Reliekah Degree J. W. Fleming,
Meetings so
il and fourth Friday nights In .1. W. Carter.
each month, at hall of I. S. Tillan Lodge No. Win. I', Lorenz.
U Hunk building. Miis.M.A.Cmi'u.kus.N. G. Erauk Wright.
C. L. Cantley.
Miss I'kaui, Potso.n. Sec'y
Meets 2d and 4th Tuesday nights of each
month, nt Odd Eel low's Hall. Visit lug Knights
llivilfll.
J. E. WlllTK, C. C
.1. J. Sll Kill DAN, K. R fi S.

AM E BACK,

OK

KlltlCATtON.

Ilenmat.
R. L. I'owel.

Win. Ilrahiu.

WHY BE SICK

COl'NCll.MKN.

When a trifle will buy the prreotest healinp;
O. I'. W.
M. K. White.
inventinn of the day? )r. .SiiikIoii'h F.leoirlo
Jas. (illett,
Meets on tho 1st and .'Id Tuesday of each
.Martin Maher
He It In a rompiólo Ixxly Imllory for olí.
Geo. I). Jones.
month. Eellow workmen cordially Invited.
troalinrnl unci Kiiuranlootl, or inonoy
'
Canti.ky. M. E.
rofiiiilcl. It will cura without medicino
..
KIltK DK.KAItT.MKNT.
E. M. oitno, Koo.
"tlioimintlHtii, IiiunlutKO, Kolallon., I.biiio
I'.uok, Kidney anil I.Hrr 'oiiinliilnlN,
L. A. Skelly
chief Nervous
liability, M'onknoxN, I.onnoh,
t.eorge
St.
Roliluson
Assistant Chief
Silver City Tost Oltlro.
rninH and all cifoclM of early inillHort
O. C. Whilehlll
Eoreinan. R. II. Hose Co.
Olllce open dally except Sunday from 8 a.m Steve I'hle
or
exroNM.
To weak men It Ih (ho
tittn
Foreman. J. W. E. Hose Co (troaloHl mnnIIIo
to i p. m.
Iiooii. as the mild,
. I'. Lorenz Eoreinan. Honk and
LadilorCo
Open Sundays from II to 11:40 a. in., and one
Noolliliifr oloolrio current is iiiillel
(llroot lo file nervo ooiiiors and improvehour after arrival of railway mail.
TOPEKA A.SANTA FE ments are felt from the first hour iinoiI.
Money order depart ment open dally except ATCHISON,
A pocket edition of the celebrated electroHAILHOAU TIME TABLE.
Sundays from Ha. in. to tl p. in.
medical work,
Mall closes for Eort Itavard. Cent ral. HanIn
B. 1B94.
Effect
August
over. Georgetown and all railroad points dai-

Jt

ly at .Il:tll a. in.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate points at Hii. in.. Mondays, Wednesdays

and Fridays.
Mall closes for I'lnos Altos dally except
Sundays at 4:!" p. m.
Mall arrives from the east, west and south
daily at p.m.
Mall arrives from Mogollón and Intermediate points at T a. in.. Wednesdays, Erldays
and Sundays.
Mall arrives froni I'lnos Altos dally except
Sundays at 0::t0 a. m.
L. A. Skki.i.v.

I'osr.MASTKIl

No.

No,

KtMi.

Arrives.
p. m,
'
1:10
"
12:10
11:4" a. m.
"
10:40
"
K:tn
5:20 a, til.

Leave.

DKSTI NATION.

Silver City

K0.1.

Departs.
10:11)

a. m.

Nutt

12:10 p. in.
12:50 a. in.
1:10 p. m.

Las Cruces
El I'nso

"
5:0S
7:40 p. ni.

Domini?
Rincón

1:20

"

Arrives.
John II. Mcixik, Aeut.

"Three Classes of Men,'1

Illustrated, is Rent freo, sealed, by mail upon
application. Every youint, niilll!-nif'- l
or old man suffering tho slightest weakness
should read it. It will show an cafty, Niiro
nnil Npoody wy to retrain Htrii!n and
healtli when vorytliiiiK olso liitM failed.

The SANDEN ELECTRIC CO.,

Mo. 920 Sixteenth St., Ienver, Col.
Also New York, Chicago A London, F.nir.
Largest
Concern in the World I
Electro-Medic-

al

